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Very Large Two-Level SOM for the Browsing ofNewsgroupsTeuvo Kohonen, Samuel Kaski, Krista Lagus, and Timo HonkelaHelsinki University of TechnologyNeural Networks Research CentreRakentajanaukio 2 C, FIN-02150 Espoo, FinlandAbstract. On January 19, 1996 we published in the Internet a demo ofhow to use Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) for the organization of largecollections of full-text �les. Later we added other newsgroups to thedemo. It can be found at the address http://websom.hut.�/websom/. Inthe present paper we describe the main features of this system, calledthe WEBSOM, as well as some newer developments of it.1 IntroductionWhen organizing large collections of free-form full-text document �les that con-tain no keywords, e.g. the newsgroups in the Internet, it is di�cult to base theiranalysis on traditional search expressions. The main information one can resortto in the classi�cation of such documents is statistical.SOMs of document collections have previously been constructed on the ba-sis of their word histograms (published works are [5], [6], [7], [10], [11], [12]).Thereby, however, the size of the selected vocabulary cannot be large.In other studies (cf., e.g., [1], [2], [8], [9], [11], and several others) it has alsobeen found that short segments of text, such as triples of successive words, and inparticular their statistical frequencies can e�ectively distinguish words accordingto their semantic roles. Self-organized maps of meaningful clusters of words arethen formed.In this work, in order to encode a document, we �rst formed a histogram ofthe clusters of its words on a SOM of the above type. Such histograms of dif-ferent documents were then organized by a second SOM, which created anotherclustered display, namely, the document map. The various nodes in this secondSOM can be seen to contain closely related documents, such as discussions onthe same topics, answers to the same questions, calls for papers, publications ofsoftware, related problems (such as �nancial applications, ANNs and the brain),etc.The �rst map contained 315 neurons with 270 inputs each. The second maphad 49 152 neurons with 315 inputs each. The number of documents used fortraining and being mapped in this experiment was 131 500.When provided with suitable means for communication, our system (dubbedtheWEBSOM), can also be used as a kind of \agent" for the automatic searchingof documents.



2 Detailed Description2.1 Preprocessing of TextFirst we eliminated some non-textual information (e.g., ASCII drawings andautomatically included signatures) from the newsgroup articles. Numerical ex-pressions and special codes were replaced by special symbols using heuristicrules.To reduce the computational load, the words that occurred less than 50 timesin the whole data base were neglected and treated as empty slots.In order to emphasize the subject of an article and to reduce erratic varia-tions due to di�erent discussion styles, a number of common words was discardedfrom the vocabulary. There were 31 000 000 words processed. The size of the vo-cabulary, after discarding the rare words, was 22 000, from which 3 500 commonwords were still removed manually.2.2 Formation of the Word Category MapThe �rst SOM, with 270 inputs and 315 map units, was formed and labeledusing the whole text material as training data. Each word of the vocabulary wasrepresented by a random code. Each \code," relating to word position i, was arandom vector xi 2 <90, every component of which was drawn from a uniformscalar distribution. The encoded words were concatenated into a single string ofword symbols.For each di�erent (remaining) word in the corpora we then computed itsaveraged statistical feature vector24 Efxi�1jxig"xiEfxi+1jxig35 ; (1)where i can now be any position in the string where the same code xi of this wordis found, and " is a small numerical constant, e.g. equal to 0.2. These featurevectors were applied as inputs to the �rst SOM.The nodes of the SOM were labeled by inputting the feature vectors onceagain and �nding the winner node for each. A node was thus labeled by all thewords the corresponding feature vector of which selected this node for a winner.2.3 Formation of the HistogramsIn the encoding of documents, the text of each document separately was pre-processed as described in Sec. 2.1. When the encoded string of its words wasscanned, the occurrence of each word was counted and recorded at that node ofthe �rst SOM which was labeled according to this word.If the documents belong to di�erent groups, such as the newsgroups in theInternet, the counts can be further weighted by the information-theoretic en-tropies (Shannon entropies) of the words, de�ned in the following way. Denoteby ng(w) the frequency of occurrence of word w in group g (g = 1; : : : ; 20), and



by Pg(w) the probability that the word w belongs to group g. The entropy H ofthis word is de�ned as:H(w) = �Xg Pg(w) logPg(w) � �Xg ng(w)Pg0 ng0 (w) log ng(w)Pg0 ng0 (w) ; (2)and the weight W (w) of word w is de�ned asW (w) = Hmax �H(w) ; Hmax = log 20 : (3)2.4 Formation of the Document MapBefore using the histograms obtained in Sec. 2.3 as inputs to the second SOM, thedocument map, they were further blurred using a convolution with a symmetricGaussian kernel, the full width at half maximum of which was two lattice units.The blurring increases invariance in classi�cation. This map, with 315 inputsand 49 152 map units, was then computed as explained in Sec. 4.2.5 Practical Computation of Large MapsWith large maps, both winner search and updating (especially of large neigh-borhoods in the beginning) are time-consuming tasks. With a parallel SIMDcomputer, such as the 512-processor neurocomputer CNAPS at our disposal,this can be made fairly rapidly, in a few dozens of minutes.The local-memory capacity of the CNAPS, however, has so far restricted ourcomputations to 315-input, 768-neuron SOMs. Recently [4] we have been ableto multiply the sizes of the SOMs by two solutions: 1. Good initial values fora much larger map can be estimated on the basis of the asymptotic values of asmaller map, like the one computed with the CNAPS, by a local interpolationprocedure. There is room for a much larger map in a general-purpose computer,and the number of steps needed for its �ne tuning is quite tolerable. 2. In orderto accelerate computations, the winner search can be speeded up by storingwith each training sample an address pointer to the old winner location. Duringthe next updating cycle, the approximate location of the winner can be founddirectly with the pointer, and only a local search around it needs to be performed.The pointer is then updated. In order to guarantee that the asymptotic stateis not a�ected by this approximation, updating with a full winner search wasperformed intermittently, after every 30 training cycles.3 Browsing InterfaceThe document space is presented at three basic levels of the system hierarchy:the map, the nodes, and the individual documents (Fig. 1). Any subarea of themap can be selected and zoomed by \clicking." One may explore the collectionby following the links from hierarchy level to another. It is also possible to moveto neighboring areas of the map, or to neighbors at the node level directly. Thishierarchical system has been implemented as a set of WWW pages. They canbe explored using any standard graphical browsing tool. A complete demo isaccessible in the Internet at the address http://websom.hut.�/websom/.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Sample scenes of the WEBSOM interface. (a) Part of a zoomed document mapdisplay. The clustering tendency is visualised using the gray scale. (b) The map nodecontents. (c) An example of a newsgroup article picked up from the node.4 ExperimentsThe word category map was computed with the CNAPS and �ne-tuned ona general-purpose computer. The document map contained initially 768 unitsand it was computed with the CNAPS as discussed in Sec. 2.5 using 131 500documents for training. It was then enlarged into 49 152 units by interpola-tion. Finally the whole document material was used to �ne-tune the map on ageneral-purpose computer. The resulting document map is presented in Fig. 2,with separate images displaying the distribution of each group on the same map.The separation of the groups is presented by the confusion matrix in Table 1.
The actual distribution �gures were too large to be included here. If su�cientlyinterested, ask for a paper copy of the original article from the main author.Fig. 2. Distributions of documents in di�erent newsgroups on the WEBSOM of size192 � 256 = 49 152 units. Each small display only contains articles from a singlenewsgroup. The shade of the dots indicates the number of articles the unit contains:the darker the dot, the larger the number.
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